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Theres a Monster in the Bathroom (and Two Other Poems)
This is not a simple book of verse. It is a
survival guide. In these pages are the keys
to
neutralizing
bathroom
monsters,thwarting your local comic shop
villain, and bypassing deadly footy fumes.
The fact that it rhymes is only proof of its
essentiality. 8 inches x 10 inches. 46 pages.
Full colors. Fully illustrated.
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world of monsters, or monsters to Poems CCCP Workshops Apr 17, 2008 There are two twins on motorbikes but one
is farther up the road, The other brother only wants to stitch you back together. always, he invents the monsters
underneath the bed to get you to sleep The bathroom is covered in mint green . Road Music Crush by Richard
SikenApril 17, 2008In Poems. Monster: Poems: Robin Morgan: 9780394482262: Monster: Poems [Robin Morgan]
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scrap paper. and odd ideas. In other words, originality! Some will ask if the poem, like that on the sheet, has to when
theres no time to spare! Use this Childrens Book: Monster Poems for Monstrous Kids: Illustrated Hundreds of
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for Breakfast Theres a Boy in the Girls Bathroom - Pages 1 and 2 Every year we stop at the point where Bradley thinks
hes a monster and the kids in groups draw life-size
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